
INVOICE #15999 Sept 2015 
Dan Wheals trading as Herbaculture on behalf of the organising 
group of Eastern Permaculture Gathering 2013: 

DATE: 29/09/2015 

The organising group of the Eastern Permaculture Gathering 2013 are finding the 
£500 (or very close to this amount) left in the Permaculture association account to be better 
dealt with that left hanging. We are pleased that a sizeable donation to international delegates 
and to the permaculture association was made and this last remainder was to be used at a 
future event. We did not plan exactly how to use all the surplus we generated and even a recent 
gathering in 2015 did not need any money to make it happen. It is hard to get full 
communication on the matter of what to do with it so splitting it between those that not only 
have put lots of time and effort into organising the event but also sizeable travel expenses and 
material items that at the time were not reimbursed. Having helped the association and 
international delegates it is felt appropriate to value ourselves and share the remaining money. 
Dano will ensure this is done fairly so is asking for the money from the Permaculture 
Association and will make bank transfers or send cash/ cheques after consultation to check that 
we have all been included.

EPC 13, IPC15 efforts are being considered by those int the eastern region. TO BE SPLIT EVENLY: 

Marina O’Connnel  IPC13, Damage to Equipment IPC15
Nigel McKean  IPC 13
Debbie  EPC 13
Dano Wheals  EPC 13 , 1PC 15 volunteering.
Rosie  EPC 13 , IPC15 volunteering.
Chris EPC 13, Equipment used IPC 15
Eloise  EPC 13
Brenna  EPC 13
Callum - IPC 15 volunteering &  damage to equipment at IPC15
Dave  Jackson EPC 13
David Boyce  EPC 13

The above list is tbc and it is noted that the 2015 Eastern Gathering and other IPC15 volunteers 
from our region could be included or if not are at least thanked and patted on backs by the 
above for their efforts. 
This is an effort to simply everything and value the people care aspect of our region. It is 
hoped we will be even more encouraged to want to do more gatherings……. 

Total Due: The remainder of the account 
(Expected to be £500 or very close to £500) 

Dan Wheals signature & Date:     

Dan Wheals   5/6/2015 

BACS transfer  
Santander   SORT: 09 06 66   ACCOUNT: 42482880  
Dan Wheals, Old Hall, East Bergholt, Colchester CO7 6TG


